Pediatric overactive bladder syndrome: pathophysiology and management.
Detrusor overactivity, also known as the overactive bladder syndrome (OAB), urge syndrome, hyperactive bladder syndrome, persistent infantile bladder, and detrusor hypertonia, is the most common voiding dysfunction in children. Until recently, the concepts that had been used to dictate the management of this problem in children were based on the foundation that this was a primary bladder problem and or a delay in maturation in the nervous system of children. The expectation that children would outgrow their problems led many pediatric urologists and other practitioners to tell the parents of these children 'that they would not be wetting themselves on their wedding day.' However, it has become apparent from recent studies in adult patients with voiding dysfunctions that they had symptoms present as children. Recent findings of associations between lower urinary tract symptoms and sexual dysfunction and between voiding dysfunctions and neuropsychiatric problems have opened up a new frontier into the possible mechanisms of OAB in children that would explain these problems, link them together, and explain the continued problems that adult patients face. These findings point to OAB as a symptom of a more centrally located dysfunction that affects multiple systems. The objective of this review was to evaluate the neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of voiding and neuropharmacologic effects. We considered not only the available research and clinical data within the urologic field but also outside the field so that these data could be combined to generate a unified theory that could possibly explain many of the associated symptoms that are commonly found in pediatric OAB. Treatment modalities that are currently available for managing OAB were also explored. Currently available data indicate that pediatric OAB and many pediatric voiding dysfunctions may be part of a more generalized problem that affects multiple systems: notably bowels, bladder, sexual and ejaculatory function, control of blood pressure, and even mood and behavior. We explain the relationship that the bowel has with pediatric OAB and also the link that other neuropsychiatric problems have with OAB. This article describes which drug may be best suited to treat OAB in children and what treatment modalities are available when first-line drugs fail. In conclusion, the movement away from a vesicocentric way of thinking to a more corticocentric mode of thinking along with new imaging modalities that can examine the brain as it works will be of great value in determining future treatments of OAB. Medications generated from these evidence-based studies will hopefully treat the underlying disease process and not just the symptoms.